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TECHNICAL NOTE 4016

SOME FACTORS AFFECTING THE VARIATION Cl?PITCHING MOMENT

WITH SIDESLIP @ AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

By Edward C. pokuS

A brief study of available wind-tunnel data with regard to the
vsriation of pitching moment with sideslip has been made. The results
indicate that the effect of sideslip on the pitching mmnent cqn be large
and is dependent upon a large number of factors. For example, it was
found that wing plan form, wing position, horizontal-tail location,

% aileron location, and fuselage shape can have appreciable effects on
the pitching moment due to sideslip. However, data at large sideslip

s angles sre rather meager and a considerable amount of systematic experi-
mental data is needed, especially at transonic and supersonic speeds.

mowcmm

.

.

Flight tests of aircraft having their mass concentrated primarily
in the fuselage have indicated that during abrupt rolling maneuvers
large uncontrollable motions can be encountered. ‘Thesemotions which
are characterized by the attainment of extreme angles of attack and
sideslip sre associated primarily with the pitch-yaw divergence problem
discussed in reference 1. Reference 1 presents a theoretical analysis
that enables the prediction of the range of rolling velocity for which
the airplane will diverge. In reference 2 calculated the histories of
this type of motion are presented for various rolling velocities and it
is shown that even for motions that are not divergent rather large vsxia-
tions in angle of attack and sideslip are encountered. These large
variations are primarily due to the fact that an aircraft heavily loaded
along the fuselage tends to roll about its principal axis and produce
cyclic variations of angle of attack and sideslip. (See ref. 3.)

In order to predict the motions that might be encounteredby an
aircraft it IS necessary to have estimates of its aerodynamic character-
istics for a large range of angles of attack and sideslip. In this

lsupersedes declassified &CA Research Memorandum L5~20b by

Edward C. poh3m’uS, 1955.
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regard, calculations have indicated that in addition to the aerodynamic
parameters usually considered the variation of pitching moment with *–
sideslip, which quite often is neglected, can have a significant influ-
ence on the aircraft motions. However, with the exception of investi-
gations of low-speed propeller-~iven aircraft with their large slip-
stream effects (see ref. 4 for example), it appears that relatively

_.

little information with regard to the variation of pitching moment
through large sideslip angles is available.”’Furthermore,much of-the
information that has been published has not been analyzed, inasmuch as
it is usually presented only incidentally with respect to the usual
lateral-stability data. —

-,

The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to summarize briefly wind-
tunnel results regarding the effect of sidesiip on the pitching moments.
Because of a lack of sufficient data, the information contained herein
can be considered only as illustrative of some of the more important
factors affecting>he variation of pitching moment with sideslip angle
and as a possible guide to future systematf~ studies and correlations,
rather than as a source of design information. In view of this fact,
the ommission of the lift variations, which would be required for
pitching-moment transfers, Is believed to be justified. Inasmuch as
little data are available at high subsonic and supersonic speeds, the
results presented are, for the most pert, limited to low subsonic speeds.
Only a limited analysis is made and no attempts to estimate the various
effects theoretically have been made.

*
.W

—

—
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SYMBOLS —

The coefficients used herein are presented with respect to the
stability system of axes. (See fig. 1.) All pitching moments are
given about the 25-percent-chordpoint of the wing mean aerodynamic
chord except where otherwise noted. ...—

—

A aspect ratio, b2/~

section lift coefficient, section lift
qc

Cn section normal-force coefficient,
Normal force on two-dimensional cylinder per unit length

w ; VC2

CL lift coefficient, ~
.

*
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rolling-moment coefficient, Rolling moment

q~b

pitching-moment coefficient, ‘itchtig-mment
@!#

free-streem dynsmic pressure, pv~ lb/sq ft
T’

free-stream air density, slugs/cu ft

free-stream velocity, ft/sec

crossflow velocity, ft~sec

local wing chord, ft

average wing chord, ft

J
b/2

wing mean aerodynamic chord, ~
%~

c2dy, ft

wing span, ft

wing sxea, sq ft

horizontal-tail mea, sq ft

width of two-dimensional cylinder, ft

coordinate along Y-axis, measured from plane of symmetry

horizontal-tail length.(distance between qusrter-mean-
aerodynamic-chord points of wing and tail), ft

nondimensional spanwise ordinate based on wing semispan,
Y

~

angle of attack, deg

an@.e of sideslip.,deg

aileron deflection (in plane perpendicular
deg

to hinge line),
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sweep of wing qusrter-chord line, deg

M

taper ratio, ‘ip chord
Root chord

.—

angle of flow incidence in plane normal to axis of two-
dimensional cylinder or three.-dimensionalbody .—

Mach number

.*

wing

DISCUSSION

Characteristics

Sweep effect.- Although relatively little experimental data through
a range of sideslip angles are available for isolated wings, it appears
that sweep has probably the largest effect ‘onthe wing-alone variatio~”
of pitching moment with sideslip. This is illustrated in figure 2 where
the results are gresented for wings of aspe~t ratio 5.2 having sweep
angles of 0°, 30 , and 45° <from the systefitic investigation reported
in ref. ~) and for a 600 sweptback wing of aspect ratio 3.5 (ref. 6).
The results for the three wings of the systematic series indicate that,
although there is relatively little effect-of sideslip angle on the
pitching moments of the unswept wing, rather appreciable effects, con-
sisting of negative increments of pitching mcxnentdue to sideslip, are
present for the two moderately sweptback wiigs and these effects
increase with increasing sweep angle. Pressure distributions have been
obtained forthese wings (see ref. 7) and the results indicate that for
the sweptback wings the loss of lift on th= trailing wing due to side-
slip is considerably greater (especially at high sideslip angles) than
the gain of lift cm the leading wing and that the greatest portion of
the loss occurs over the inboard portion o?”the wing (see sketch 1):

cycx

}
a= 14°

\ /’

-1.0 0 1.0
Trailing wing 7 Leading wing

..

b
—

.—

Sketch 1.
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Since this inboard portion of the sweptback wing lies ahead of the aero-
dynamic center of the unsideslipped wing, a negative increment in
pitching moment occurs due to sideslip. In addition, the results indi-
cate that the largest portion of the gain in lift on the leading wing
occurs at the tip which also results in a negative increment of pitching
moment.

The main differences between the loadings of the leading and
trailing wing can be explained by simple sweep theory (aspect-ratio
effects neglected) which indicates that the loss of lift on the trailing
wing is greater than the gain of lift on the leading wing, and by the
fact that the center of load moves outboard with increasing sweep (side-
slip in this case). It should be pointed out that the differences in
loading between the leading and trailing wings actually are greater for
wings of moderate sweep (A = 300) but because of the greater m~ent arms
associated with the 45° wing the effect of sideslip on pitching moment
is greater for this wing.

.—

With regsrd to the 600 sweptback wing of aspect ratio 3.5 (lower
right pat of fig. 2), it will be noted that except for the angle of
attack of 5.6° the effect of sideslip on the pitching moment is opposite
that for the other wings. This is apparently due to the fact that this
wing is the only one (of those presented) for which sideslip data were
obtained above the angle of attack corresponding to pitch-up (a = 11°
for this wing). Since the pitdh-up characteristics of sweptback wings
occur at progressively lower angles of attack as the sweep angle increases
(for example, see ref. 8), with the greatest change occurring in the high
sweep range, it might be expected that, for a sweptback wing in sideslip,
the change in the tip stalling wotid be more pronounced on the trailing
wing and would result in a positive increment of pitching moment due to
sideslip. This result is illustrated in sketch 2 which is based on data
from reference 6:

+

+4
p = 160-+

/-p.oo

cm
/

\—
a

Sketch 2.
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In sketch 2 the curves of pitching moment plotted against angle of attack
are shown for the condition of a sideslip angle of 0° and a sideslip .
angle of 16°, and it willbe noted that in the sidesli~ed condition the
pitch-up occurs somewhat earlier and results in positive increments of
pitching moment due to sideslip at the higher angles of attack.

Effect of taper and aspect ratio.- The effect of wing taper ratio
on the variation of pitching moment with sideslip angle as determined
from the systematic low-speed investigation reported in reference 5 is
presented in figure 3 along with an indication of possible aspect-ratio
effects.

With regard to taper ratio, the data indicate a considerable reduc-
tion in the variation of pitching moment with sideslip angle as the
wings exe made more highly tapered (lower value of taper-ratio pemmter
h) ● Unfortunately no experimental pressure distributions appear to be
available for the tapered wings.

.—
It would seem, however, that the rea-

son for the negligible effect of sideslip on the highly tapered wing is
associated with the fact that the effect of sweep angle on the span load

.

distribution of unsideslipped wings decreases as the wings become more
tapered (see ref. 9 and sketch 3): -“

,

A, deg
—60
—— 45

sketch 3.

This fact suggests that, although there maybe small variations of lift
associated with sideslip, there probably = little change in the loca-
tion of the load center for highly tapered wings and therefore little
change in the pitching mcmwnt for a given angle of attack.

Considering the possible effect of aspect ratio on the variation
of pitching moment with sideslip, it might be surmised that, inasnmch

*

as the effect of wing sweep on the lift and span loading diminishes as
the aspect ratio is reduced, the effect of-sideslip on pitching manent .
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would likewise diminish with decreasing aspect ratio. A comparison
the results for the wing of aspect ratio 5.2 (ref. 5) and a similsr
wing of aspect ratio 3.6 (ref. 10) is presented in the top psrt of

7

of

figure 3 and appears to substantiate to some degree this ~e&ction with
decreasing aspect ratio; however, a systematic investigation over a
larger range of aspect ratios is needed to define this effect fully.

Effect of ailerons.- The lift produced by high-lift flaps decreases
with sideslip on a sweptback wing because there is a greater effect of
sideslip on the lift of the flap on the trailing wing than on the leading
wing, as discussed previously with regsrd to the wing alone. This, of
course, will produce a variation with sideslip of the pitching moment
produced by the flaps which will be dependent upon the flap location.
However, a considerably greater effect might be expected from the deflec-
tion of ailerons. In the case of ailerons where one is deflected up
and the other down, a variation of pitching moment with sideslip does
not depend on the loss .oflift on the trailing wing being greater than
the gain on the leading wing. This is illustrated in sketch 4 for the
condition of the wing at positive sideslip with the ailerons deflected
to produce a negative roll:

sketch 4.

The aileron on the leading wing is producing positive lift which is
increased by the sideslip (due to the lower effective sweep) while the
aileron on the trailing wing is producing negative lift which is decreased
in magnitude by the sideslip. The effects sre additive with regard to
~ snd cause (for the case illustrated) a negative pitching moment.

Figure 4 presents results from reference 10 of expertientally determined
(low-speed) variations of aileron-induced pitching moments with sideslip
for Oo, 47°, and 600 sweptback wings at an angle of attack of approxi-
mately OO. It will be noted that, as would be expected, there is

-—--
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relatively little effect of sideslip for the unswept wing, whereas
there is an appreciable effect for the sweptback wings. It should be Q_
kept in mind that the results presented are_for only one aileron and
that with both ailerons deflected the rate of change with sideslip will “-
be considerably increased.

Additional effects.- As mentioned prWiOUSly, Systamtic investi-
gations which include the effect of large angles of sideslip on the . -a
pitching mcnnentare rather sparse and there-are undoubtedly factors in” , ~
addition to those discussed which might influence this effect. For
example, lsrge effects on swept wings might be expected between raked-
forwsrd and raked-back tips. Wing devices, such as those used to alle~:- --.-
ate pitch-up tendencies, for example, wouldQe expected ~o have an ,_ . -
effect, as might changes in loading due to camber or profile shape. It
should also be pointed out that, for the most part, the data’presented
have been for relatively low Reynolds numbers and that Reynolds number
could have a noticeable effect, at least at the higher angles of attack
where flow-separation effects can be important. ..-—

Wing-Body Characteristics

The discussion so far has dealt only with the wing-alone character-
istics. However, the effect of sideslfp on pitc~ng moment is modified
by the addition of a fuselage. For example~it appears (see ref. 6)
that the addition of a fuselage to form a midwing configuration results
in at least a slight decrease in sideslip effect. This effect, however,
appears to be small compared to the effects of adding a fuselage to form
a high- or low-wing configuration. The phenomena associated with wing
height are thoroughly discussed by Jacobs in reference D and therefore
only a brief summary will be presented here along with subsonic and
supersonic experimental results. As pointed_out in reference 11, there
are three main factors contributing to the effect of wing height on the
variation of ~itchin~ moment with sideslip. The first of these is dealt
with in sketch 5 which illustrates the
wing:

V sin P

—. —
—

—

effect of the fuselage on the

A fi-.

.

—

.

.

Sketch 5.
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When a low wing is placed in the flow field of a fuselage in sideslip,
the leading wing has negative lift induced by the flow field and the
trailing wing has positive lift. For an unswept wing, these forces ~e
of equal magnitude. However, for a sweptback wing, the trailing wing
has greater sweep (by sm increment equal to twice the sideslip angle)
than the leading wing and therefore is less sffected by the fuselage-
induced angle, and the resulting asymmetrical load distribution pro-
duces m overall negative lift increment due to the fuselage flow field.
Since this load is concentrated near the fuselage, it is usually for-
ward of the unsideslipped aerodynamic center and therefore produces a
negative pitching moment for sweptback wings in the low position and a
positive pitching moment for sweptback wings in the high position.

The second factor is illustrated as follows in sketch 6 and con-
sists of the effect of the wing on the fuselage loads:

.

7’,/’/’ ‘ .=55zz///
v // -

*etch 6.

For a midwing position the cross flow about the fuselage is symmetrical;
however, for a high or low wing the flow in the vicinity of the wing
root chord Is unsymmetrical as illustrated by sketch 6 (low wing). This
flow would be expected to be somewhat similar to the flow about a cylin-
der with circulation and produces lift on the fuselage in the vicinity
of the wing root (positive lift for low wing and negative lift for high
wing). Calculations of this effect, of course, require that the posi.
tion of the stagnation point be known. With low wings this fuselage
load usually produces a positive pitching moment with increasing side-
slip for sweptback wings and a negative moment for unswept wings.

The third factor is illustrated as follows in sketch 7 and consists
of the effect on the fuselage of the wing downwash associated with wing
height:
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Sketch 7
spanwise
wing, as

illustrates the
distribution of

Sketch

case of a low
the increment

7*

wing at
of load

Low
wing

—.

.

.I

positive sideslip. The
associated with the low

previously discussed in comectiori-with sketch ~, is shown
along with the corresponding trailing vortices. In general, the fuse.
lage will contribute a negative pitching-moment increment due to wing
position for a low wing and a positive increment for a high wing. In
connection with the downwash effect it should be pointed out that, for
small values of wing span to body length (rearward of the wing) or for
extremely large angles of sideslip, the downwash due to the angle-of-
attack loading may be important and, of course, would exist even for a
midwing location.

When these three effects are combined, the total increment of
pitching moment due to sideslip causedhy wing positions usually posi-
tive for high wings and negative for low wings. The overall effect of
wing height as obtained experimentally at low subsonic”speeds (ref. 11)
for an unswept and sweptback wing is presented in figures 5 and 6 and
the trends expected from the preceding concepts are clearly borne out.
It should also be pointed out that in reference 11 good correlation with
theoretical calculations based on these co~cepts is indicated.

Figure 7 presents the experimental effect of wing height on the
variation of pitching moment with sideslip for a sweptback-wing conf@u-
ration at a Mach number of 2.01. (Data were obtained from tests per-
formed in the Langley 4.-by l-foot supersonic pressure tunnel.) The

—.

—

.
—
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effect of wing height is somewhat similar to that obtained for the swept-
back wing at low subsonic speeds (see fig. 6) except for the fact that
the effect of sideslip for the midwing configuration is negligible.

The discussiorrso fsr has dealt only with fuselages having circular
cross sections and in order to illustrate the type of wing-height effects
that might be encountered with noncircular fuselages some of the results
of reference 12 are presented in figure 8. The results were obtained at
low subsonic speeds on a configuration quite similar to that of figure 5
except that fuselages having triangular and rectangular cross sections
were utilized. The results presented in figure 8 were obtained at an
angle of attack of approximately 2° and indicate the effect of wing height
on the vsriation of pitching-moment coefficient with sideslip angle for
both fuselages to be quite similsr to that obtained with a circular
fuselage (fig. 5).
lage cross sections
indicate the effect
lage cross section.

Although there
height at transonic
supersonic results,

Results presented in reference 13 for other fuse-
although limited to complete configurations also
of wing height to he relatively independent of fuse-

is little or no information with regard to wing
speeds, it would appear, fr~ the subsonic and
that the trends would be similar to those presented

herein. However, the magnitude of the wing-height effects is expected
to be greatest in the transonic-speed range, inasmuch as the effect of
sweep on lift is greatest at transonic speeds. (For example, see
refs. 14 and 15.)

Horizontal-Tail Characteristics

The direct effect of sideslip on the pitching moment contributed
by the horizontal tail can be estimated with the aid of experimentally
determined reduction in lift due to sidesllp. Unfortunately, however,
interference effects such as loads induced on the horizontal tail by
the vertical tail and the fuselage flow field can be large. Although
these effects are difficult to isolate with the experimental data that
are available, an attempt will be made in the following sections to
illustrate some of these effects.

Vertical-tail effect.- The vertical tail in sideslip induces loads
on the horizontal tail. For small angles of sideslip the lift induced
on the horizontal tail is negligible since the induced load distribution
is essentially antisymmetrical (see ref. 16), as illustrated in sketch 8,
and results in only a rolling moment:

.
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Sketch 8.

Sketch 8 represents a condition of small positive sideslip with the
horizontal tail in the low position. For a horizontal tail in the high
position, the horizontal-tail loading would.be reversed and a rolling”
moment of opposite sign would result but still essentially no net lift —

would be produced. At large angles of sideslip with swept horizontal ~—

tails, the loading vilL probably not be antisy?mnetricalmainly because .—

of the difference in lift effectiveness of the leading and trailing por-
tions of the horizontal tail caused by the difference in their effective

.

sweep angles. This would result in a net lift induced on the horizontal
tail which is a function of sideslip and tail height. This possible
effect of tail
slip angles:

height is illustrated in sketch 9 for large positive side-

Sketch 9.

—
.-

It will be noted that on the high horizontal tail a net positive lift is
induced (sign of net lift is independent of”direction of sideslip) which
will result in a negative pitching moment, whereas the low tail will
produce a negative lift and pdsitive pitching moment. Some experimental A
evidence of the effect of the vertical tail for vsrious horizontal-ta~l
heights is presented in figure 9. The top Tart of the figure presents

*“
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data obtained at a Mach number of 2.01 in the Langley & by k-foot super-
sonic pressure tunnel for a complete configuration. The bottom two parts
of the figure present results obtained in the Langley high-speed 7- by
10-foot tunnel for two body-tail configurations at a Mach number of 0.80.
The pitching-moment coefficients for the body-tail configuration are
based on wing dimensions which result in tail volumes stl@# of

0.446 and 0.234 for the sweptback and delta tails, respectively. These
compsre with a value of 0.427 for the supersonic mmiel. In order to
isolate as well as possible the effect of horizontal-tail location on
the vertical-tail interference, the data are presented at Oo angle of
attack and, in the case of the complete configuration, for a midwing
position. It will be noted that in sJJ three cases the experimental
results substantiate the expected trends (negative increments due to
sideslip for high tails) and that the magnitude of the effect is rather
lmge at sideslip angles greater than about 5°.

It should be kept in mind that other effect such as reductions
(due to sideslip) of the loads on a tail deflected for longitudinal trim.
and differences in proximity of the leading tid trailing portions of the
horizontal tail to the vertical-tail flow field could also be important

. and that swept and unswept tails both wotid be susceptibleto these effects.

Effect of fuselage flow field.- The wake characteristics of an air-
craft configuration in sideslip can be influenced to a considerable
extent by the fuselage. This,-of course, can produce a I&rge effect on
the horizontal-tail contribution to the pitching moment due to sideslip.
Some examples of this effect are shown in figures 10 and 11. Figure 10
presents low-speed pitching-moment data (ref. 17) and a wake-survey pic-
ture for an aircraft configuration. The wake-survey picture was made
Just to the rear of the horizontal-tail position by means of a tuft grid
placed normal to the stream direction. (See ref. 18 for details of the
tuft-grid technique.) For the tuft-grid picture the vertical and hori-
zontal tails were removed and small-diameter circular rods were placed
at three vertical positions on a vertical rod for orientation purposes,
with the upper one corresponding to the top of the vertical tail and
with the lower one on the bottom of the fuselage. The picture was taken
at an angle of attack of 10° and an angle of sideslip of 25° and clearly
shows, in addition to the wing-tip vortices, a strong (counterclockwise)
vortex at the midtail location. The origin of this vortex was traced
(by means of a tuft pole survey) to a point on the fuselage ahead of
the canopy. It shouldbe pointed out that tests with and without the
canopy indicated little effect of the canopy “on”thefuselage vortex.
It therefore appears that this vortex is associated with the well-known
crossflow separation on bodies inclined to the wind. Although a second
fuselage vortex would be expected to be produced somewhat below the one

. shown, it is not apparent in the flow picture. There is the possibility,
however, that this vortex is intercepted, for this cmibination of angle
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of attack and sideslip, by the wing (see sketch 10) and through its
effect on the wing loading is effectively distributed across the wing
wske;

sketch 10.

As the angle of sideslip increases from zero, the vortex increases in
strength and moves away from the plane of symmetry. Both of these

.

effects cause increases in the load induced on the horizontal tail by
this vortex and can cause a considerable variation of pitching moment
with sideslip. This is illustrated in figure 10 by the experimental

*

pitching-moment data, for the configuration shown In the sketch, plotted
as a function of sideslip angle for various angles of attack. Also
shown is the horizontal-tail-off data for an angle of attack of 0.3°.
The results indicate a large effect of sideslip on the tail contribution
to the pitching moment which appears to be associated with the fuselage
vortex. No definite conclusion with regard to the effect of angle of
attack can be made inasmuch as tail-off data were obtained only at one

.

angle of aktack. Further evidence that this vsxiation is associated
with the fuselage vortex is contained in the fact that for this horizontal-
tail location the vertical-tail effect (see the previous section) would
be either in the opposite direction or negligble.

—-

Fi.gure11 presents somewhat similsr results (ref. 19) obtained for
a fuselage-tail configuration (wing off) at low subsonic speed. Eere
again the horizontal tail is in a location where the vertical-tail effect
would be expected to result in posittve increments of the tail contribu-
tion due to sideslip, but negative increments result at an angle of
attack of 0.2° apparently from the fuselage-vortex effect. At an angle
of attack of 22.2° it will be noted that the variation with sideslip
angle was reversed. A large reduction in the sideslip effect would be
expected at this angle of attack inasmuch as it is on the flat portion
of the tail lift curve. The actual rever=al of sideslip effect that
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occurs may be due to the effect of the vertical tail on the horizontal
tail (see fig. 9).

Inasmuch as the preceding experimental results have indicated a
strong effect of fuselage vortices on the vsriation of pitching moment
with sideslip angle, it appears that information with regard to the
effect of fuselage shape on the origin, strength, and path of these
vortices is urgently needed. With regsrd to these fuselage vortices
the reader is referred to reference 20 which presents a preliminary
study of their effect on tail loads for relatively simple body shapes.

Aileron effect.- It was shown in the section “Wing Characteristics”
that ailerons can have a rather sizable effect on the variation with
sideslip of the pitching-moment coefficient of swept wings. (See fig. 4.)
However, in addition to this effect the ailerons can, for certain con-
figurations at least, have a large effect on the variation of the
horizontal-tail pitching-mcment contribution with sideslip. Some results
of a recent fivestigation of this effect conducted in the Langley 300-MPH

. 7-by 10-foot tunnel are presented in figure I-2. The model consisted of
a 45° sweptback wing of aspect ratio 4.0 having a taper ratio of 0.3 and
NACA 65AOC% airfoil sections parallel to the plane of symmetry mounted.
in the midwing position on a body of revolution, a 45° sweptback hori-
zontal tail mounted on the fuselage center line, and a 45° sweptback
vertical tail. Both inbosrd and outboard ailerons were investigated
snd the results are presented for the condition of the right aileron
deflected down 100 and the left up 10° (producing left roll). Tail-off
results sre presented in the lower portion of figure 1.2for an angle of
attack of 6.50 for the inbosrd ailerons (no tail-off data obtained for
outboard ailerons). The tail-off results are in agreement with the pre-
viously discussed aileron effects. (See fig. 4.) In the middle portion
of figure I-2the tail-on results are shown for an angle of attack of
6.50 and for the unreflected aileron the low-tail effect shown in
figure 9 is in evidence. With the inboard ailerons deflected it will be
noted that the aileron effect is opposite to what it was with the hori-
zontal tail off; that is, with the tail on the inboard ailerons contrib-
ute a positive increment of pitching mcment for positive sideslip angles.
It will.be further noted that, with the outboard ailerons deflected,
negative pitching-moment increments are produced. Th3.slarge effect of
aileron location is a~mently associated with the relationship between
the horizontal tail and the aileron downwash field. This is illustrated
as follows in sketch 11 which compares inboard and outboard ailerons at
a sideslip angle of about 20°:
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Sketch 11. ‘

ailerons deflected so as to produce aThe vortex system represents
negative rolling moment. It will.be noted that the tail pitching moments
induced by the aileron flow field would be expected to be of opposite
sign for this particular combination of aileron location and sideslip
angle with the outboard ailerons contributing a tiegativemoment and {he
inboard a positive moment. Returning now t-ofigme 12, the results at
an angle of attack of 12.7° indicate that the effect of aileron deflec-
tion has reduced somewhat because the low tail has moved somewhat below
the aileron wake. This implies that the effect of aileron deflection
on the tail increment of pitching moment will depend upon the horizontal-
tail location in addition to the aileron location and the angle of
attack.

Canard COllfiglXations.- The effects discussed in the previous sec~
tion apply for the m@t part to conventional-tail configurations. The
purpose of this section, therefore, is to p%ovide an Indication of the
t~e of variation of pitchtig mcment with sideslip that might be encoun.
tered with a canard configuration and to illustrate the effect of various
individual components. Low-speed wind-tunhel results obtained in the
Langley 300-MPE 7-by 10-foot tunnel are presented in figure 13 along
with a sketch of the configuration. The tests were obta~ed at an angle
of attack of 10° with the canard control deflected 10°. As might be
expected, in view of the moderate wing sweep, the wing-fuselage conibina.
tion encountered only a slight variation of pitching moment with side-
Slip. However, for the fuselage-cansrd-control configuration a rather
appreciable variation of pitching mmnent with sideslip was encountered.
It is of interest to note that the decrease b pitching moment with
increasing sideslip that might be expected<was confined to the higher
sideslip angles and that an increase occurred for angles up to about
23°. This may be associated to some extent at least with an effect of
sideslip on the body-induced upwash encountered by the relatively small
surfaces. Separation can change the cros8flow velocity distribution

—
*

●

.
.
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so that the chsnge in orientation of the crossflow velocity due to
sideslip, which can be neglected in potential flow, must be considered
(even for the midposition) in determining the overall upwash effeet.
The effect of the canard control on the variation of pitching moment
with sideslip is reflected to some extent in the wing-fusel.age-cansrd-
control configuration, although the variations at the higher sideslip
angles sre somewhat reduced. This may be associated with the fact that
at high sideslip angles the upwash outboard of the trailing portion of —
the canard
in overall
would tend

control no longer is intercepted by the wing and an increase
downwash (see sketch J-2)might therefore be expected which
to counteract to some extent the direct canard-control moments:

Sketch 12.

(Typical cansrd-control flow fields at supersonic speeds canbe seen in
ref. 21.) Finally, it should be noted that the addition of the vertical
tail has a rather sizable effect on the variation of pitching moment
with sideslip. Additional tests indicated that this effect of the ver-
tical tail did not exist for the configuration with the canard control
off. Thus, the possibility exists that the vertical-tail pressure field
may be influencing the canard-control interference on the wing.

Even though the results of this investigation indicate that rather
sizable effects of the csnard control might be encountered, it does not
appear possible to arrive at any general conclusion with regard to canard
configurations because of the rather large nwriberof interference effects
that appear to be involved and the meager information available.
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Flat Fuselages

The trend towsxd long fuselages and relatively small wings, dictated
.

by performance requirements, has appreciably increased the proportion of
lift carried by the fuselage. This is especially true for fuselages
having relatively flat cross sections, and under certain conditions it
appears that rather large variations in the lift of these fuselages
could accompany variations in sideslip angle.which, of course, may result
in appreciable variations of pitching moment with sideslip. In order to
provide basic information from which the effects of fuselage cross-
sectional shape might be predicted, an investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of several noncircular two-dimensional cylinders has
been made and is reported in reference 22. Application of this two-
dimensfonal data to the prediction of the side force and spinning char-
acteristics of fuselages by means of the well-known “crossflow” concept
is illustrated in reference 22 and the reasonable correlation obtained
indicates that the effect of fuselage cross-section on the pitching
moment due to sideslip might also be estimted by this method. The
method is illustrated in sketch 13 in which-the section normal-force
coefficient cn for a circular and a modified rectangular two-

dimensional cylinder is presented as a function of the flow incidence

1.6

.8
Cn

?

—.
o 45

go ---
0 45 90

@, deg ~, deg

Sketch 13.

The angle @ is related to the flow incidence in the crossflow plane
of a fuselage at combined angles of attack and sideslip by the following
equation:

.
-.==

tan$.z
..
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which is given in reference 22. For a constant angle of attack,
increasing @ corresponds to increasing ~. The curves represent the
variation for a constant vslue of crossflow velocity Vc, and it will
be noted that although the force on the circular cylinder continuously
decreases as the cosine of the flow incidence, the force for the flat
rectangular cylinder increases rather rapidly in the range of @ from
approxktely 15° to 70°. This is apparently due to the fact that as
‘the angle is increased the flow begins to attach on the top of the
cylinder and it becomes a lifting surface. In applying this data it
must be kept in mind that at a constant angle of attack the crossfbw
velocity will increase with sideslip (or @) and that therefore the
variation of normal-force coefficient wiu be considerably greater than
indicated in sketch 13. From these results it appears that flat fuse-
lages might be expected to experience a considerable variation in lift
with changes in sideslip angle. Since the fuselage rearwsrd of the
center of gravity usually experiences a reduction in flow angle due to
the wing downwash and quite often is considerably blanketed by the wing
and tail, these lift variations may be concentrated on the portion of
the fuselage ahead of the wing and thereby produce considerable varia-
tion in pitching moment with sideslip.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is evident from this study that the variation of pitching moment
with sideslip angle can be large and that it depends upon a large number
of variables. Although data are rather meager, it appears that several
rather definite conclusions can be determined from this information with
regsrd to the effect of these variables. For example, it appears that
negative increments of pitching moments due to positive sideslip angles
are asociated with wing sweep (below the @e of attack for pitch-up),
low wing position, high horizontal-tail location (relative to vertical
tail), fuselage vortices, and outboard ailerons producing negative roll.
However, considerably more experimental information is needed with
regsrd to the effect of sideslip on pitching moment, especially at
transonic an&supersonic speeds, for lsrge sideslips and angles of attack.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Lsngley Field, Vs., May 2, 1955.
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